Plasmonic coupling of light to free electrons on metallic surfaces allows the confinement of electric fields far below the optical diffraction limit. Scattering processes of molecules placed into these plasmonic 'hotspots' are dramatically enhanced [1] which is commonly used to increase the sensitivity of spectroscopic techniques for biological and chemical sensor applications [2, 3] . Strikingly, hardly any measurement technique exists for the direct visualisation and characterisation of the underlying nanoscopic electromagnetic field distributions that either do not perturb the field [3, 4] or require complex electron beam imaging [5] . In this paper we introduce surface enhanced localisation microscopy (SELM), demonstrating the direct visualisation of fields on patterned plasmonic substrates using optical super resolution microscopy [6] . The observed strong photo-blinking behaviour of single molecules in plasmonic fields is exploited in SELM to map electromagnetic field distributions at nanometer resolutions.
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Engineered nanostructured surfaces, which can sustain plasmon modes, are extremely important in technological applications such as enhancement of Raman scattering for detection of single molecules [7] or to obtain reproducible characteristics for quantitative diagnostics [8] . The morphological characterisation of such nanostructures is generally obtained using scanning electron microscopy techniques [9] . Recently, using surface-attached photoactivatable fluorescent proteins morphological optical imaging of metallic nanostructures has also been shown to be possible [10] . Nonetheless, only a few techniques allow measuring electromagnetic field distributions of plasmonic modes with nanometer resolution [5, 11] without distortion and special or complex requirements such as photoactivable molecules. Therefore, finite and boundary element simulations are widely used to predict the field distribution on plasmonic surfaces, but this comes with significant uncertainties and limitations. Simulation results are algorithm dependent and can only predict fields for 'perfect' structures. In practice, however, structures free of imperfections do not exist [12] .
We demonstrate our technique to map nanoscopic EM field patterns in exemplar plasmonic structures, such as: Nanovoids, 'dish-like' structures with variable diameter D [13] ( Figure 1A ) and Klarite®, featuring a pyramidal pit structure as shown in Figure 1B . SEM images of both structures are shown in Figure 2A and B. Afterwards we compare experimental results with data obtained from Finite Element Modelling. Fluorescent molecules in contrast to Raman scatterers suffer from nonradiative electron transfer in the vicinity of metal surfaces [14] . Hence, the maximum fluorescence emission is observed at a distance away from the surface due to the competition between nonradiative decay and field enhancement. This distance was found to be ~20 nm and kept by tagging a DNA strand at the 53rd base pair position above the surface (probe strand). This strands binds to a surface strand covalently attached to the metal. By controlling the concentration of the probe strand, the dye density on the surface was kept sparse enough for the localisation of individual fluorescent molecules. Figure 1A , B: Schematic of the nonovoid and Klarite® structured surfaces respectively. C: Sketch of the labelling technique involving two DNA strands. One attaches to the surface through a thiol, the second strand carries a dye molecule at the 5' end. DNA swaying as possible cause of blinking. D) Localisations per 4200 frames vs. dye distance from the surface.
For single molecule localisation a subset of fluorophores is required to be active at any given time to ensure a minimal probability of overlap between their point spread functions in any one recorded image [15] . A large number of sparse fluorescence images and superimposing reconstructed molecule positions permits the structure of a labelled object to be resolved at nm precision [16] . For SELM on Klarite and nanovoid surfaces, image stacks of 3000 to 10000 frames with 20 ms integration time each were acquired. Strikingly, we observed very strong fluorescence blinking of the dye in the absence of any external agent such as a 'switching buffer', which is typically used in stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy [17] . A static gold background was removed effectively with a subtraction algorithm calculating a slowly converging median for improved localisation.
Superresolution imaging by single molecule localisation therefore becomes possible without requirement for any specific photactivation mechanisms, switching between fluorescent on-and offstates. The autonomous blinking behaviour was investigated by varying the distance of the dye molecule by using different complementary strands with labels at different positions as illustrated in figure 1C and D. Image stacks of 4200 frames were processed for each case and the number of localisations (blinking events) plotted versus linker length as well as the mean intensity of all localisations in a stack. This graph demonstrates that it is the number of blinking events which decreases, rather than the intensity of each event. If a molecule is fluorescent; the fluorescence is as strong as permitted by the local electric field. The closer the fluorescent tag is to the surface, the lower the probability that it enters an on-state. This leads us to the assumption that the molecules wns sway on the surface due to Brownian motion, which has been observed previously [18] . [19] . This dynamic bending enables two phenomena by movement of the dye. It changes the distance and hence the strength of the electric field and brings it closer or farther from the surface which would determine whether the fluorescence gets quenched or not. It is clear that the dye attached at the least distance from the surface will have the least change in its position, and will be quenched the most and therefore have the lowest number of blinking events. Although the quenching dominates the number of events in this case, the few times the fluorophore escapes the tunnelling (quenching) regime, high intensities due to surface enhanced fluorescence (SEF) are observed as the plasmon field is strongest near the surface. Figure 2B shows the reconstructed super resolution image of the surface enhanced fluorescence on Klarite. Clearly, features within individual pits are resolved while the conventional bright field image only shows coarse structures. Features observed inside the pits resemble one another across the surface demonstrating the high reproducibility of the Klarite substrate geometry from pit to pit. In a highly magnified view, however, fine distribution details of the generated surface enhanced fluorescence is revealed. This is due to variable roughness on the nanoscale (see Figure 2A for an SEM image) along the edges of the pit. Surface roughness is a crucial parameter affecting plasmon generation and is likely to play an important role in determining the overall field enhancements that occur in Klarite [20] . This demonstrates the ultra-high sensitivity of SELM to visualise differences and stochastic variations of the field patterns from pit to pit. Plasmons are visualised as hotspots on SELM images which are representative of field enhancements, caused not only by the Klarite geometry but also and importantly due to surface defects. These features cannot be taken into account in simulations which do not address the random surface roughness. To compare electric field simulations with the SELM reconstructions, we averaged the experimentally acquired imaging data over many individual Klarite pits, to simulate the field distribution from an idealised 'smooth' Klarite pit. Such an overlay of images from 60 SELM images of individual pits shown in fig. 2B is  presented fig. 2C . Strong field modes are evident towards the tip of the pit structure, as well along the edges. This observation is highly reproducible. Moreover, the wide-field imaging ability of SELM allows capturing the interaction between different plasmonic structures, which in the case of Klarite confirms that there is no delocalisation of plasmons between the pits.
In contrast to Klarite, the super resolved SELM image of nanovoid structures in Figure 2E shows remarkable differences to Klarite. Individual hotspots are not well separated for void diameters of D=600 nm ( fig. 2E ). Unlike Klarite, nanovoids are known to support delocalised plasmons propagating from one void to the next via the rim [21] . This 'rim' mode has been shown to be involved in generating SERS [21, 22] . Hence, it is very likely that the localisation at the intersection of the rims of three neighbouring nanovoids, takes place. The intense bright regions or 'hotspots' observed between neighbouring voids, point to the high field strengths and highly confined plasmons which give rise to strong SEF. These images of patterned substrates such as Klarite and nanovoids demonstrate that the SELM is a generic method suitable for imaging plasmon fields in nanoscopic detail without resorting to complex photoactivation methods.
Conclusion
Surface enhanced localisation microscopy can overcome conventional, diffraction limited far field scattering techniques to infer field patterns of the nanoscopic plasmons. The direct visualisation of field patterns and details within active plasmonic areas using single molecule localisation superresolution microscopy combined with surface enhanced fluorescence is presented. This technique even allows investigating smallest plasmonic hotspots arising from surface imperfections. Furthermore, the direct switching of molecules near the surface is feasible without the application of reducing agents. This opens new possibilities for uncomplicated super-resolution microscopy of metallic nanostructures useful in a wide range of fields including plasmonics, surface-enhanced spectroscopies, electrochemistry and surface-science.
